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Biased Facial Recognition Analysis

Analysis of Bias in Facial Recognition and Evolution of Bias Reduction

Overview:

This project analyzes the utilization of biometric security in the modern age as well as
controversial effects due to its development. The rise of biometric security through facial
recognition is due to a need for stronger security measures without decreasing ease of utilization.
As cyber exploits evolve, the use of biometric security, a feature specific to only one individual
with limited external reproducibility, has increased due to the uniqueness of each person’s static
and dynamic physical attributes. This research aims to analyze the bias in facial detection
software development and modern methods utilized to reduce bias.

Positionality:

My research goals to reduce the technological gap between different societal classes stem
from my diverse socio-economic background. As a Filipino man raised in the middle class of the
United States and whose parents were in the upper and lower economic classes in the
Philippines, I have experienced the disparities and opportunities different socio-economic groups
are given in developed and developing countries. By living in the US, I have access to an
abundance of technology in schools, funded research opportunities, and programming
competitions that allow me to explore my curiosity in engineering and foster software
development skills. The drastic differences between the socio-economic classes between the US
and Philippines within each country motivate me to create sustainable and accessible technology
that can be used to bridge these gaps across the world. I acknowledge that I have not personally
experienced these challenges but have furthered my understanding through talking with family
and community members who have experienced it. Likewise, I found it important to diversify
my perspective to understand the many factors that lead to these disparities. Alongside my
pursuit of computer science in college, I took multiple courses including nutrition, public health
in the US, and sustainable energy systems to further my knowledge in the different factors that
can significantly aid these marginalized groups. The information and perspectives taken away
from these courses allow me to translate my software development and research projects into
realistic, actionable products that will benefit these communities. By acknowledging that the
choices groups make are limited by the choices they are given, my research aims to lower
barriers to higher education and improve quality of life.

Problematization:

The use of biometric security has become a principle technique for security on all levels.
Most phones have facial recognition software to unlock the device, but it is also being
implemented in high-security government buildings that require federal clearances. Whether it’s
used by the common person or important personnel, facial recognition has become very common
in security for all devices. In recent years, there has been growing controversy over how these
facial detection software has been created due to its inability to track people with darker
complexion and facial accessories (hijabs, Bindi, kippah, etc.). Bias in facial detection software
development has led to failures in the private and public sector including loss of access to
hardware and software and the criminalization of these marginalized groups.
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Guiding Question or Main Argument:

What internal and external factors have influenced the development of facial recognition
technology and bias reduction techniques and what are its effects on marginalized communities?

Projected Outcomes:

By analyzing the development of facial recognition software, I aim to recognize bias
within these systems and analyze pathways to reduce this bias. By addressing bias in the
algorithms, security devices with this software will become more secure and accessible for
marginalized communities that aren’t properly represented and allow for more accurate results.
Likewise, this will benefit facial recognition users and decrease the financial and social cost of
failures.

Technical Project Description:

At the University of Virginia, I have taken a machine learning course that explores the
datasets, data processing, and training algorithms of image recognition software as well as bias
that different models can produce. The problem with reducing bias through an increased training
dataset is the cost (energy, computing resources, and time). Instead, I analyzed a very naïve
approach to reducing bias by utilizing external bias adjusting algorithms. This is limited by the
knowledge of bias known to the developer that induces bias in the adjustor algorithm. Likewise,
I have had an internship that utilized image recognition software to aid nurses in nursing homes.
Through these experiences, I’ve noticed the bias in facial recognition and how it can negatively
impact underrepresented populations as failure can increase costs of repeated entry and avoidable
injuries. After studying static image recognition through the college course and dynamic image
recognition through my internship, I understand the software processes that go into creating
image recognition software and how bias can be introduced, implicitly and explicitly. With this
technical knowledge of the domain, I intend to do research on how bias is introduced in different
steps of development and modern methodologies that provide cheap, adaptive approaches to bias
reduction.

Preliminary Literature Review & Findings:

Bias in facial recognition can be introduced in many steps throughout development.
Biased datasets that underrepresented populations poorly assess faces it has not experienced and
therefore not trained to recognize. In early development of facial recognition software, sensitive
feature parameters in data processing is a common technique used to mitigate outliers and
increase accuracy, but important for facial recognition for South Asian and American
populations. Algorithms that utilize neural networks have integrated bias based on the neural
network architecture of each program. Notably, ResNet50 and VGG-16 are architectures whose
neural network is able to reduce racial bias the most despite not being implemented in
commercial facial recognition software due to costs needed to implement it. Finally, the
introduction of dynamic images with suboptimal facial recognition angle causes a lot of failures
when used outside of production. Scientists determined that the best facial recognition software
has its accuracy reduced by approximately 20% when in these common, suboptimal positions
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when used in practice. Despite the growing advancements in technology used to reduce facial
recognition bias has improved in theory, the results from in-field use are still below standard.

The social implications of bias in facial recognition have been studied by a few scholars
in ethical engineering. The effect of failure in facial recognition to determine race results in these
misclassified populations feeling less human and not worthy of being accounted for in
technology. With facial recognitions’ wide use and integration in technology and society, the
continuation of biased software acknowledges that it is acceptable to overlook these groups and
sets the precedent for future biometric technology. My research acknowledges the internal and
external factors of bias reduction while emphasizing the social effects it may have as it is
integrated. By investigating techniques to reduce failure and increase representation, I present the
possible sociological effects of integrating more unbiased technology in society.

STS Project Proposal:

STS defines the relationship between technology and society and how this relationship
shapes each other. By understanding this relationship in STS, we can develop technology that
better serves society and a society that better develops technology. This research utilizes STS
principles to analyze facial recognition technologies and strategies utilized to reduce image
recognition bias and better serve underrepresented groups.

Currently analysis and research on the bias of facial recognition demonstrates that people
of darker complexion as well as people who aren’t cis-white or of Anglo-European descent have
lower image recognition accuracy scores (Leslie 2020 & Salvador et al. 2021). The effect of this
bias is increased cost of failure especially in police enforcement (Gwyn 2022) and the
dehumanization of these underrepresented groups on the individual and social levels (Waelen
2023). I will approach this problem with a technological and ethics lens. From a technological
focus, this research aims to analyze models used to reduce bias within facial recognition while
acknowledging the costs associated with each method. Likewise, it is important to approach this
research from a race and ethics focus to determine how software reflects the bias of its creators,
the social effects of mass-utilization of racially-biased software, and the ethical use and creation
of new development methodologies to reduce bias. Primary authors in this research are Dr. David
Leslie who provides insight on the development of facial recognition software and acknowledges
the racial-disparities that affected its development from a technological standpoint (Leslie 2020).
Another important author to reference is Dr. Rosalie Waelen who has done research on ethical
technology and analysis on the sociological effect of racially-biased systems on underrepresented
groups. These two authors’ work build the foundation for the purpose of my research, and it
allows for more analysis on techniques created to reduce the bias as well as its social
implications.

This research will be conducted with Friedman’s version of Value Sensitive Design
methodology that emphasizes the important values utilized when developing facial recognition
technology.
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From the origins of facial recognition technology that was trained for white, cis-males
populations, the technology has evolved based on the values of the inventors, so it is important to
assess how these values determined design choices (Leslie 2020). This methodology will
contribute to the analysis of modern facial recognition architecture development and emphasize
the tradeoffs in implementations with respect to database size, database diversity, neural network
architecture, and societal norms after each iteration. By conducting research with this
methodology in mind, I will be able to produce research that emphasizes how bias is introduced
into these technological systems through its creators and analyze how biased facial recognition
software influences societal norms and racial representation. Friedmans’s Value Sensitive Design
will center this research on the values of this technology’s creators, the implicit values of society
and the perpetuation of their values in future technology.

The method I will be using is value source analysis in order to determine the values of the
different stakeholders in the development of facial recognition software. I plan to do this through
literature review and discourse analysis that will allow me to understand the values of different
groups and how each was able to influence the different decisions made while developing
different iterations of the software. The literature review will provide insight on the final design
decisions and

Barriers & Boons

The energy, time, and movement needed to conduct this project limit this research. Due to
the expensive computational power needed for facial recognition software, time and
computational power constraints limit the creation of created software with negligible bias.
Therefore, this research will focus on the theoretical creation of the software as well as describe
the process and algorithms that can be implemented to achieve this goal. Utilizing the literature
in this prospectus as a baseline can serve as a platform for finding more plausible techniques to
reduce bias in facial recognition technology for commercial use in order to supplement my
research.

Another limitation is assessing the effectiveness of this research since I do not have the
knowledge or resources to conduct research on the effectiveness of reducing bias on reversing
the effects of current social issues. However, the utilization of more literature from ethical
engineering and sociologists to better understand the effects of misrepresentation in society and
assess the potential effects of reducing bias in facial recognition technology. Since this research
won’t be replicable on a testing-scale within one semester, it will be important to find research
that can translate the potential effects of these improvements.
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